


Events of historical slanlf/cance are rare In dirt bikes because 
the history of tnJe dTrt bikes Is so short. And the hlsto,y of 

popufar dirt bikes Is even shorter: 25 yaa,s, In fact. 
It all started with the bike you see here, Yamaha's 1968 model 
DT-1, a 250cc two-stroke which put leisure off-road riding In 
reach of nt111rfy eve,yone, and which started a boom that still 

continues today. 
by the f\ri lovln', hlstorlcaly respectful staff of ADB 

W
e look at a motorcycle 
like the DT-1 today and 
it's hard not to snigger. 

What old fuddy duddys rode things 
like THAT?!!! we wonder. 

Low, slow, undersuspended, 
heavr and evil; looked at from 
today s perspective the DT-1 is not 
good. 

Neither was Henry Ford's T
Model, but it revolutionised the 
automobile industry because it 
introduced for the first time mass 
production courtesy of the 
assembly line. This in turn lowered 
prices, overall quality was far better 
than people were used to getting 
for the same bucks, and they were 
reliable. 

And that, folks, is Yamaha's DT-1 
and its claim to fame: it did more to 
popularise dirt bikes than any other 
single model simply because it was 
cheap and reliable, and it was sold 
in vast numbers. 

Guess what? It's a quarter of a 
century since the first DT-1 rolled 
off Yamaha's line. That's a kind of 
significant t ime, a si lver 
anniversary, a birthday. 

Always ones to hoot it up on a 
birthday, we thought, why not 
honour the humble but successful 
DT-1? Why not indeed! Listen up, 
you chillun out there. This even 
concerns you. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
Twenty five years is forever in dirt 

bikes. As much as anything else, 
the DT-1 can be used as a 
reference point. It's sort of the bike 

we can use to measure where the 
modern revolution began - you 
know, the long travel suspension, 
great power, handling, looks, 
reliability, all the stuff riders expect 
today in every dirt bike they plonk 
their recession dollars down on. 

How so? 
Because finally riders could get a 

bike that looked the part - it had an 
up pipe, a small neat fuel tank, and 
trials universal tyres, after all! - for a 
lot less than what the Europeans 
were asking. Into the bargain the 
Yamaha was like a rock: stone 
reliable. Never mind that it handled 
about as good as a rock; any 
Bultaco, Ossa or Hodaka left it for 
dead, handling wise. But the DT-1 
started first kick, had electrics that 
mana�ed to keep the lights.working 
even 1f you did go trailriding, the 
fork seals never leaked, the engine 
didn't leave a pool of oil in your 
garage and spares prices were 
quite reasonable. As well, there 
were Yamaha shops springing up 
all over, unlike shops which sold 
Spanish ·or other exotic bikes and 
which were found maybe once a 
state if you were lucky. 

So the DT-1 had all the r i1;1ht 
ingredients to ignite the revolution 
that was just about to happen. 

S11LL FUNNY LOOKING AFTER 
ALL THESE YEARS: Short, stubby 
Httle thing that It was, Yamaha's 
original white-tank DT-1 was never
pretty, but In a funny sort of way It 
had a lot of style. 
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DISTINGUISHING FEATURE OF THE FIRST DT-1 
GREAT WHITE WHALE: 

EYES PORT: The 
first three models
had the viewing 
window in the left 
side two-stroke oil
reservoir at the 
back. 

INDECISION: The first 
model (and 2nd and 3rd)
had the gearshaft 
protruding out of the 
engine on both sides. 
Left side shifting was 
just starting at this time, 
remember, so Yamaha 
was playing it safe. 

The easy telltale sign of 
the first model was the 
white tank with the black 
pinstripe. Oops, ours is 
an older model's. It 
remains one of the best 
designed tanks of all 
time. 
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT 
In 1968 most people were 

working; there wasn't a recession 
and the average bloke who rode dirt 
bikes could expect to earn around 
$100 a week gross. It was a time 
when Yamaha was selling the 1968 
DT-1 for around $580, so roughly 
you could say it took about two 
months to earn a DT-1 after paying 
tax. Spoilt young brats those days, 
eh? Today you could average it all 
out and come to the inescapable 
conclusion that it costs twice as 
much to buy a dirt bike like the DT-1 
equivalent, the Yamaha XT250 at 
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$5091; the average working bloke 
today is earning between $500-
$600, so he has to work more than 
ten weeks (after tax) to earn his 
XT250. You're getting a more 
sophisticated bike, sure, but you're 
certainly paying for it in value-less 
Oz pesos. 

However, it wasn't just the price 
that got DT-1 sales to move, it was a
combination of different things that 
resulted in young males having 
disposable income and a burning 
need to spend it on something 
exciting. Honda had run it's "You 
meet the nicest people on a 
Honda!" campaign and put 
affordable motorcycles right under 
everyone's noses. Vietnam was 
winding down; man was going to 
the moon; technology was on the 
up; everyone wanted to take part in 
the lifestyle of the sixties. It was a 
happenin' time (man). Dirt bikes 
were on their way, and the DT-1 led 
the charge by a happy blend of 
coincidences. 

WAS TIE DT-1 THE 
FINEST DIRT BIKE ON 
TWOWHEELS? 

No way, Jose! It was a bit of a 
bush pig, really. It handled like a 
barge; it steered like a pregnant pig 
with a vertigo problem. The 
suspension behaved like a Vietnam 
chopper that had been hit by a 
surface-to-air missile. 

But what the heck; so did 
everything else in those days, 
although most riders who knew 
anything put their preferences with 
European dirt bikes for handling. 

No, what the DT-1 had in spades 
was a brilliant motor. Not only 
bulletproof, it was easy to maintain, 
had a two-stroke oil injection system 
and a handy reservoir you simply 
topped up from time to time, and it 
started first kick every time. On top 
of that (my, my! All this and 
more?!!!) the DT-1 motor made lots 
of grunt. It pulled like the proverbial 
fourteen year old and beginner 

TWINS: An obvious tell-tale. 
feature is the tacho that's smaller
than the speedo. 

COLOUR CODED: The 
headlight supports were 
painted silver like the 
guards, and had no 
reflectors, on the first 
model DT-1. 

SHIELDED LIFE: The
heat shields differed 
from model to model

for Lord knows 
what reason. This

is the shape of 
the first. 

riders just loved that motor. They 
could crawl around at learner 
speeds all day and it wouldn't load 
up or foul plugs or stall or carry on 
like those finicky, pernickety 
European bikes. 

Then, when the sun sank slowly in 
the west, you turned back onto the 
tar, switched on the headlight 
(which would always work unless 
you had crashed it out), and ride 
back to civilisation on a bike that 
was just as civilised. 

But as a real dirt bike they were 
awful. It had a 19' front wheel 
because no-one knew much about 
dirt handling needs in those days; it 
was all the rage, but it didn't work. 
The trials universal tyres were 
woeful. The suspension was 
dreadful. The weight distribution 
was terrible. The rubber footpegs 
were slippery as all getout when 
they got wet or muddy. The 
geometry was all wrong. 

But it went. And went. And went. 
In fact, it went unchanged for three 
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